We prove that multiplication by a positive element preserves dissipativity (accretivity) 
The notion of dissipativity (accretivity) of operators plays an important role in analysis and in numerical analysis, being strictly related to key properties like maximum principles for infinite-dimensional models, and stability of the relevant discretization methods. We recall that an operator qa (f c_ X) X, X 
from which the estimate
follows, and thus from continuity of u v we obtain 
cf. also (6). 
Observe that if is strongly dissipative with constant c, then u(u)+cu is dissipative. Taking the maxe on both sides of inequality (12), and using the first part of the theorem with the
i.e. a(. ) is strongly dissipative with constant c min a(a).
Extension to general A is immediate, recalling that every commutative C*-algebra, in virtue of the celebrated Gelfand-Naimark theorem [ 
a2 which satisfy the assumptions of the first part of Theorem 0.1, then (14) applied to the operator a(-) would require that, for all nonnegative a and for all u=(ul, u2) E C2, the inequality Re((u-u2)x (a22-a)) < 0 be verified. This is manifestly false, even when aa2 > 0, i.e. a is strictly positive. A familiar interpretation of this counterexample is that the product of a positive diagonal matrix by a hermitian negative-semidefinite matrix is, in general, no more dissipative in the euclidean norm.
